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 Experiment   target(s)     W range      Q2 range                 Status   

  E94-110           p                 RR              0.3 - 4.5           nucl-ex/041002

  E99-118           p,d              DIS+RR      0.1 - 1.7         PRL98:14301
                   
  E00-002           p,d              DIS+RR      0.25 - 1.5       Analysis Ninalized/Published
                                                                                              Phys.Rev. C97 (2018) no.4, 045204                                                   

  E02-109              d              RR+QE       0.2 - 2.5          Finalizing dσ analysis

  E06-009              d              RR+QE       2.0 - 4.0          Cross section, FL Ninalized
                                                                                                Non-singlet moments  
                                                                                                paper in collaboration review

  E04-001 - I       C,Al,Fe        RR+QE       0.2 - 2.5        Finalizing dσ analysis

  E04-001 - II      C,Al,Fe        RR+QE       2.0 - 4.0       Cross section, RA-Rd                                                                                                         
                                                                                                 Ninalized for most targets
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First to see 
some 
nuclear 
dependence  



6	Greatly expanding of W2 and Q2
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Total	<	2.%	point-to-point	
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Previous	results	from	HallC	LT	program		
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Nuclear	study	dependence	study	at	larger	Q2			

Modeling suggests that the enhancement is due to different Fermi 
smearing for different nuclei
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Hall C top view (6 GeV era). High Momentum Spectrometer (HMS) was used to 
detect scattered electrons, whereas the Short Orbit Spectrometer (SOS) was 
used largely for charge symmetric background rejection.  



HMS	ProperBes	
KinemaBc	Range	

Momentum:	 0.5-7.5	GeV/c	

Angular:	 10.5o-80o	

Acceptance	

ΔΩ ~6.5	msr	

Δp/p +/-10	%	

ResoluBon	

Δp/p <0.1	%	

θ ~	1	mrad	

HMS Detector Stack (view from above)
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1.  For each kinematic, generate MC events with σ “model” weighting including 
the radiative contributions. The "model” is a global Nit including preliminary 
data from this experiment Model:	 Global	 fit	 to	 exisBng	 data	 by	M.E.	 Christy,	 A	
Bodek,	T.	Gautam	(in	preparaBon),	based	on	Bosted-Mamyan

2.  The efNiciency corrected electron yield after subtraction of BG events is:

YData=LData. σData.(ΔE’.ΔΩ).A
YMC=LMC. σMC.(ΔE’.ΔΩ).AMC

3.  Assuming that the acceptance A = AMC , the ratio of the Data to the model 

Yield leads to:

4.  After Scaling the MC luminosity by a factor of LData/LMC so that LData=LMC ,  the 

cross section is calculated for each W2 bin and integrated over θ using:
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MC	includes	all	the	physics,	and	well	modeled	spectrometer->	allows	precision	in	
extracOng	cross	secOon			

Iterated	to	with	1-2%	precision		
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W2 (GeV2)  

0.4 < ε < 0.7  ε < 0.4  ε > 0.7 

0.3 < Q2  <0.6 

0.6 < Q2  <1.0 

1.0 < Q2  <1.5 

1.5 < Q2  <2.0 

2.0 < Q2  
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Evedence some ε dependence , and nuclear longitudinal dependence. 
Validation requires Ninal evaluation of full systematics 	



§  The reduced cross section σR is linear in ε:
 σR = σT + εσL

Hence, one can plot σR versus ε for Nixed W2 and 
Q2 and extract σL (slope) and σT (intercept). This
method is called Rosenbluth separation 
technique. 

§  The Rosenbluth separation points are chosen for each target, where the 
points have the same W2 and in a Q2 range of 15% about a central Q2

c ( got 
almost 188 LT sets, will be increaded when combined with phase II data).

§  The difference RD-RA and F2D/F2A are extracted from the linear Nits to the ratio 
of differential cross section

	

where:
	

σL (slope)	

σT (intercept)	
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Q2 = 1.25 GeV2 

Q2 = 1.75 GeV2 
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Fit	:	M.E.	Christy,	A	Bodek,	T.	
Gautam	(in	preparaBon)	

QuasielasOc	Peak	
Study of the 
inelastic Q2 
dependence 

requires 
subtraction of the 
QE contribution 

QuasielasOc	Peak	
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Great thanks to all the 
spokespeople of E02-109/ 

E04-001. 
Special Thanks for Eric Christy
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